Second Grade Focus: Ghana
Global Week 2019 - Lower School

Fasten your seat belt! Second Grade is off to Ghana.
On Monday we took a virtual trip to Ghana where we used Google Earth to visit the
National Theater in Accra. We learned that there are 70 languages spoken in Ghana,
the English is the official language there. We tried to learn some Twi and made mini
books about the colors in Twi. We “visited” the Accra Sports Stadium and Independence
Square. Independence parades and national celebrations take place in Independence
Square. Students learned about music and dance. A favorite song we learned was
“Obwisana”. We learned to sing and pass stones (we used blocks) around a circle
while playing the game and singing.
Obwisana sa na na
Obwisana sa
Obwisana sa na na
Obwisana sa
Translation:
The rock has crushed my hand grandma,
The rock has crushed my hand
(which is why I used pattern blocks instead of rocks for this activity!)
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0ByVJhC-UYRrpQlZRYnpoSjQ0UGc5QzFER0RXYm
1RNm5NdmdV

All week long we are reading Anansi the Spider trickster tales. Stories about a
spider-god, Anansi, or Ananse, were first told in Ghana by the Ashanti people. They
were not written down, but recounted from generation to generation. Gradually the
stories grew and spread across Ghana and then all around West Africa. Ask your child
to tell you some of his or her favorite Anansi tales. Another book we read was the
Ghanaian Goldilocks. We compared and contrasted this version of Goldilocks with the
traditional version. There were so many similarities! Another story we read was
Emmanuel’s Dream which tells the true story of Emmanuel Ofosu Yeboah who cycled
400 miles across Ghana- with only one strong leg- to spread his powerful message:
disability does not mean inability.

And yum! There are so many great things to eat in Ghana. Some of our favorites were
plantains, chocolate, and Jolof rice. The kids loved the Jolof rice so much I will include
the recipe here. http://www.betumi.com/2009/10/recipe-20-party-perfect-jollof-rice.html
Do you know the differences between bananas and plantains? Did you know that
cocoa is the chief agricultural export of Ghana and Ghana’s main cash crop? The class
learned the process the beans take from cocoa pods to chocolate bars. And who
doesn’t love chocolate?

Facets, a nonprofit that connects over 30,000 people annually to independent film
experiences, came for an assembly on Wednesday. Lower school watched several
short movies from the International Children’s Film Festival. The movies spanned
different themes, and different cultures with a global view.
The students even learned about Ghana in physical education class. Here is a
synopsis from Coach O.
Monday was CHASKELE. This game is similar to U.S. floor hockey, but the kids in
Ghana play outdoors with sticks they find in nature. Instead of a ball or a puck, they hit
an empty milk or water container. We did it with an empty water bottle and our plastic 3
foot wands. Once they got the hang of it, they adapted pretty well. They seemed to
enjoy it.

Tuesday was PILOLO, which translates to "in search of". The actual game if played in
Ghana would be for every child to search for a twig or stick in their play area. Whoever
winds up with the shortest stick is out of the game. They used plastic straws that were
cut to different lengths and the kids with the "short straws" were eliminated two by two
until I declared the 3 winners. Those that stayed in the game the longest were getting
very excited as the game went on.
Wednesday was AMPE, a very fast moving and physical game. Kids played in pairs
with one child designated as the leader. On a designated signal, they would jump and
clap and upon landing, had to put one foot in front of the other. If their front foot
matched the side of the front foot of the leader, the leader got a point. If the feet were
opposites, the partner got the point. We played 2 out of 3 to win, then winners put their
hands up and challenged other winners and the non-winners put their hands out to the
side and challenged other non-winners. Partners changed constantly and we played
until they were pretty tired!
Friday was HANDBALL, which is not solely a game from Ghana but is one of a few
team games that they play. Two teams play against each other in a passing game,
with the object being to throw the ball into a goal area. Any missed passes become the
possession of the other team, so it goes quickly from offense to defense.
In technology class the students learned Ghanaian dance moves with Ms. Terry and
used the VR sets to explore various landforms. You should have seen how excited they
were doing this!
The children learned about Kente cloth and Dashika shirts. The class learned to weave
and created Kente cloth projects. During our study of Ghana we learned about Baule
and Ashanti animal shaped weights which were used 300 years ago in the Ivory Coast
and Ghana. Baule and Ashanti men carried their own scale, gold dust, and these
weights. A weight on one side of the scale balanced the proper amount of gold dust on
the other. The weights came in graduated sizes and various shapes. We created
weights in the shapes of animals using model magic clay. Another art project students
did was a ceramics project in Art class. They had a discussion about clay, ceramics
and short history of ceramics. They looked at examples of ceramics from Ghana. The
students had two sessions. The first day they made the pots and the second day they
glazed the pots. Ms. Bloch will fire the pots on Friday and Monday after spring break.
The students will have them back by the end of the week after break.

The students loved visiting the Field Museum, especially seeing the exhibit about Africa,
and the movie about Sue, the T-Rex! Students wrote postcards home about their field
trip to the Field Museum and talked about everything they had learned about Ghana.
Sadly it was time to fasten our seat belts and return to the United States. Happy Global
Explorers Week everyone!

